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FUNDAMENTAL EFFECTS OF AGING ON CREEP PROPERTIES OF
LOW-CARBON N-155 ALLOY ‘

By D. h-. FBEY, J. IT. FBEEWX, and A. E. THITE

SUMMARY

.4 methodis dereloped whereby thefundamental mechanisms
are investigatedby which processing, &at treatment,and chem-
ical compom”tioncontiol the properties oj allq~ at high temper-
ature~. This method uses metallographic examination—both
optical and e[e~roni+studieg of X-ray dij$raclion-finewidths,
intensities, and la.th”ceparameters, and hardness .surzqis to
waluatef u.ndamentalstructural condih”ons. .Mechanicalprop-
ertie%at high temperatures are then measured and correlated
with these measuredstructuralconditions.

In accordance w“th this method, a study was made of the
fundamental mechanism ~y which aging controlled the short-
time creep and rupture properties of solution-treatedlow-carbon
N-155 alloy at 1200° F. The test %ock uxzs solution-treated
at 2200° F for 10 hours, water-quenched, and aged Jor time
periods up to 1000 hours at 1200”, lJOOO,and 1600” F.

Correlationof the structural e$ects of aging un”ththe mechan-
ical properties indicated that ap”ng had thefollow”ng effects on
solution-treatedlow-carbonN-155 alloy:

(1) Aging resultedin progressive lowering of ~hort-fimecreep
rea”stance through remoral from solid solution of ~arge-radius
or substitutionalatoms by precipitation.

[2) Short-time aging resulted in marked increaae in short-
iime rupture strengths throu~hthe growth.of a grain boundary
phase which eliminated intergramdar cracking. Long-time
a~”ng resulted in little further change in short-time rupture
strength.

(3) Because aging lowered the creep resistance while ratiing
the rupture strength, aged material e.rhibitid greater ductilit~
b{fore fracture than unaged material.

Calculationsare cam”ed out to show the probable charactir of
the strain jieid induced in the solution-treated state by the
presence of the [arge-radiu~atoms-molybdenum, tungsten, and
columbium-and thesubstitutionalatoms-nitrogen and carbon.
The e~ect of this strain jield on the creep re.sis~ancei~ also
considered quanh”taticely.

Thesejindings, howecer, should noi be considered generally
applicable to long-time strengih, to strength at other temperat-
ures, or to the ~amealloy tn other cond~tionsof treatment. In
order to derelop a gmeral theory of high-temperature ~trength,
additional data on other alloys and on the same alloy in tha
other conditions will haw to be gathered.

SOLUTION-TREATED

INTRODUCTION

This report covers the first part of a continuing investiga-
tion into the fundamental behavior ati high temperatures
of austenitic alIoys designed for use in aircraft propulsion
systems. Previous investigation (e. g., see reference 1) has
shown in part the effects of prior processing and heat-
treatment conditions on the high-temperature properties of
low-carbon N-155 alloy and various other austenitic high-
temperature alloys. In order to develop better and practi-
cable alloys on a scient.iflcbasis, to utilize, critical materials
to the fullest possible extent, and to point out logical methods
of production control for uniform properties, more knowledge
must be gained of ihe fundamental reasons for the high-
temperature behavior of austenitic high-temperature alIoys.

The basic assumption of the investigation was that the
behavior of certain alloys at.high temperature is dependent
on their microstructure and the lattice conditions of the
matrix. The experimental program -wastherefore designed
to measure first these two characteristics of one alloy, low-
carbon N-1 55, as influenced by heat treatment, chemical
composition, and exposure to temperature and stress. Op-
tical- and eIectron-microscope techniques and separation
and anaIysis of microconstituents were used to define
structural conditions. The lattice conditions of the matrix,
particularly the strains present, were measured by X-ray
diffraction techniques. Second, the creep and rupture prop-
erties, corresponding to these structural conditions, were
established. Third, these data were t-hen correlated and
interpreted using the fundamentals of physics of solids and
pkstic flow to as great an extent as possible.

IL -was felt that by concentrating at &t wholly on one
particular aIIoy, the thorough understanding thus gained
could be best generalized for extension to other alloys.
The experimental variat.ions which necessarily had to be
covered require a prohibitive amount of work for even two
alIoys. Low-carbon N-1545 aIIoy was chosen primarily
because it was a representative aUoy of a type important in
the aircraft propulsion field. In addition, there -wasa con-
siderable background of experimentaI data for this alloy
which would be of value to the investigation.

This report presents the results obtained to date on bar-
stock material, solution-treated at !22000 F for 10 hours and
aged for time periods up to 1000 hours at 1200°, 1400°~
and 1600° l?. The creep and rupture data were confined to
short. time periods at 1200° F under a restricted stress range.

1Supersede3 N4CA TAr IWO,“Furtdamentril IUfects of Aging on Creep Properties of

SoMion-Treated Low-Carbon N-155 Alloy’> by D. N. Frey, J. ‘T. Frwmon, and A. E.
WMe, 1919.
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This is, therefore, in the nature of a report on the techniques
developed and progress made to date. A htrge amount of
additional experimental work must be..done before aII ten~-
peratures, stresses, and time periods of interest are relttted
to the structural conditions of the alloy resulting from the
wide range of possible prior treatment.

The investigation is part of a research program on heat-
resistant alloys for aircraft propulsion systems conducted at
the Engineering Research Institute “of the University of
Michigan under the sponsorship ancl with the financial res-
istance of the National Advisory Committee” “for Aero-
nautics.

TEST MATERIALS

Low-carbon N–155 alloy bar stock was used in this investi-
gation. It represents part of the complete product of one
ingot of heat A–1726 rolled into the ?f-inch broken-corner
square stock. Each bar from the ingot was numbered so
that its position relative “to the original ingot was known.
‘he pwticuhir material consicbwed herein came from the
center of the ingot.

The composition of heat A–1726 reported by the supplier
is listed as follows? together with the results of the analysis
by the university of the bar from the center of the pa.rticuhtr
ingot being considered;

Chemicalcom w+[t[on
\(pcrcant

Sourcs of analysis

c Mn Si Cr Ni co
—— — —.

isupplier’s heat anal-
yais--------------

1 I

0.13L 03 0:u. .21.22 19.lx) 1’3.70 2.W 2.01 0.s4 0.13
Sty from &nter of

M& (univ. of
.-—----- -. . ti3 L43 .M 2a72 1S.92 19.058.Oti 1.2JJ.9s .14

The appendix”gives the comph’te processing SCMUICre-
ported for the ingot of heat A-1726 from which the tcsl
stock was taken.

Prior .to use, the s~ock for this investigation was sohd ion-
treated 10 hours at. 22000 J? nnd ~v~ltc’r-qllc’xlcllcd.The
solution treatment.wtismade Unusuttlltylong f~wtIN purpmo
of distributing the prcc.ipihmt atoms randomly in the nm[ris
and so that internal strain, duP tt) ilw prior working of tlw
material, would bc reduced to a very low level.

Moderate grain growth took phwc OWYthe mnjor port-ion
of the bar cross section during t.hL~1O-hcmr t.rent.nwnt,buf,
cm two cliugomdly opposite corners pronounced growtlk took
pkwe. ~ hrdness survey of the as-rolled bar stock S]1ONcd
the average hardness across one cfingonal LObe higlwr than
across the other; from this the conchsiou may be draw [htil
the rolling opemt ion had worked the hr amose onc diagonal
preferentially. All mwhanira! tustingan(l physicfi! mmsure-

(a) As rolled. (b) Sohrtiin’treated 10hours at 222 F, water-qw?rxhed,and and 1huur at MOWF.

F~GL’MEI.–Typical microstrwturcs of heat .4-1726of low-carbonN-153 alloy. Small-gained area. Cross sletiom Of bar, XIIM. Elcctrolyticslly etched hl 10 p.wccnt CIUWIIIC itdd.
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ments were restricted to the fie-grained section of the bar
stock. Figure 1 shows representative structures of the cross
section of the bar stock as roIIed and after the 10-hour
solution treatment.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The generid procedure was to age the solution-treated
stock at selected temperatures and time periods ancl then to
carry out the microstructural studies ancl X-ray diffraction
measurements in order to establish the structural charac-
teristics resulting from the a=tig treatments. The strength
properties resulting from the aging treatments were measured
for short time periods at 1200° F. These experiments were
intended to establish the relationship between short-time
creep and rupture properties and nucleation, precipitation,
tind precipitate particle size and distribution during aging.

The detaik of the expmimental procedures are described
in the following sections.
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cc! After remowd of 0.010fm?hof metaI.

AGING

Aging treatments were carried out at. 120C1°,1400°, and
1600° F for time periods of 1, 10, 100, and 1000 hours and
such other intermediate times as became necessary. The
samples were heated in small automat icalIy controlled
muf3e furnaces in an air atmosphere. These furnaces were
at temperature -whensamples were placed in them and the
time period of heating was considered started after the
specimens had been in the furnace for H hour. After aging,
all samples were ati-cooled. Sficient. stock was aged at.
each condition for the microstructural, .X-ray, ancl mechan-
ical tests.

OPTKXL-MICROSCOPE STUDMS

M er aging, the individual samples were grouncl on a cross- ---
sectiomd face, po~ishedwith A’o. 1 emery cloth, h’os. 1, 1/0,
ZIO,and 3/o emery papers, transferred to a cloth disk, polished
us~~ a commercial chromium bufEng compound, and fin-
ished on a Gamal wet wheel; they were then electrolytical]y

(6JMterremod of 0.00!5inch of metal

— ..

FIGURE2.–Diffrmtionp~tternsshowingremod by eleetroI@cpofiihmgof cold-workedsmfmeon lo=mrkmrN--155ties solution-treated10hoursat ZOO”F andWoterquenched.
I-ndlteredrnoIFbdmumrodistionC6M.
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etched for 5 seconds in 10 percent chromic acid at 1 ampere
per square inch. After skudy under a microscope, repre-
sentative photomicrographs were taken of each sample at
1000 diameters under slightly oblique illumination.

ELECTRON-MICROSC”OPE-S’FUDIES

In order to obtain electron micrcigraphs from metallo-
graphic samples, replicas which will transmit the electron
stream must be prepared of the surfaces. For the investiga-
tions reported herein, Formvar replicas were prepared ac-
cording to the technique outlined in reference 2. The metal-
lographic surfaces from which these replicas were prepared
were the same polished and etched surfaces photographed
optically. The replicas (shadow-cast with chromium) were
then mounted in an RCA Model B electron microscope and
photographs taken at approximately 3000X. Enlargement
to 8500X was done photographically.

X-RAYSTUDIES

Sample preparation,—A great deal of difficulty with
variable and unreproducible diffraction data was initially en-
countered. The difficulty was found to be due to both
mechanically disturbed metal surfaces and unrandom grain
orientation. Evetituidly the development of the following
technique produced results sufficiently free from these difE-
culties for this investigation:

(1) A layer of metal 0.020 inch thick was electrolytically
removod from the surface of all samples which were used for
X-ray analysis, The amount of metal which had to be re-
moved in order to get below the artificia.lIystrained surfaces
produced by a cut-off wheel, by grinding, or as a result of
metallographic polishing was determined by X-ray diffraction
patterns of the type shown by figure 2 and made by the ap-
paratus ilhstrated in figure 3. The patt~rns in figure 2,
taken from a surface initially ground, show the emergence
of the reflections of the individual grains and finally resolu-
tion of the a,az doublet-of the molybdenum K radiation with
increasing depth of metal removal. The amount of surface
removal shown in figure 2 as necessary to obtain a strain-
free surface was typical for a.11samples used.

FIGURE3.—Sectionalschemriticdhgramof experinxmtalsetup for studying surfaces of
polished samples.

In order to maintain a surface that was flat during the
electrolytic metal removal, a special cell was designed as
shown in figure 4. It conehed essentially of a 250-cubic-
centimeter cylindrical container with a. copper plate on the

rlGtTW4,–ElwtroIyticCMformm mctdmnovnl,X%

bottom as a cathode. This plate was connected to 111osource
of current by a lead through a glass-metal seal. About gnr-
half way up the ceII, ti.watch gluss couttiii~inga %inclJ MC
was mounted horizontally. The metal sample acting as the
anode was mount-cd %inch above the hole with the polished
surfaca facing the hole. This hole acted to distribu~e [hc
current evenly over the %-inch-square surface at this dis-
tance, and thus a plane surface was maintained during metal
removal. Water-cooliig was used to prevent pitting rtsso-
ciated with electrolyte tempemturcs ahovc 100° C.

The most satisfactory electrolyte was experimenhdly found
to be a mixture of one-thiid concentrated hydrocldoric acid
(37 percent) and two-thirds glycerin. ‘1’hismixture had the
best current efficiency, approximately 0.0000625 inrh of
metal removed per ampere-minute at 8 ampwcs pm square
inch, without- excessive pitting. A qmmt.ity of 200 cubic
centimeters of this solution was sufllcient for 6 to 10 twmplcs.
Pitting occurred when the metal ion concentration bccmne
too high. Phosphoric acid and glycerin combinations gave
good polished surfaces, but had low current Micicnciw,
Sulfuric acid and glycerin rnixturcs caused passivation;
mkt.ures of chromic acid or hyclrofluoric acid with glycerin
left the surface badly pitted.

(2) After the gross metal removal of step (1), t.hc surface
was given a high polish using undilut.cxiDu Pent clcctro-
polishhg solution for 5 minutes at 5 ampmes pm square inch.
Metal removal in this step was negligible. The simple cdl
consisting of a beaker with a copper plate in the bottom
was used for this step. Nro water-cooliig was necessary,
Of several other electrolytes tried for thii s~cpionly a mixture
of 40 pcrcenb phosphoric acid and 60 percent glycerin was
nearly as satisfactory as the Du Pent solution.

(3) After surface preparation, diffraction patterns were
taken with the specimens either rotating or oscillating in tho
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X-ray beam. The grain size of the low-carbon A-–l55 speci-
mens used was too large to present an effectively random dis-
tribution in the X-ray beam when the specimen was station-
ary. By moving the specimen under the beam during the
time the diffraction pattern was being taken, a number of
grains were presented to the beam in a.neffort to make the
specimen approximately one of random grain orientation.
In the case of Iine intensity measurements .on a Xoreleo
spectrometer, a specimen holder was designed and built
which rotated the specimens at approxima.tely 17 rps.
Care was talien to insure that the plane of polish was per-
pendicular to the axis of spin. In the case of line width
measurements,the specimens were oscillated + 10° about an
axis which was normal to the incoming X-ray beam, but par-
allel to the film. FmaIIy, in making lattice-parameter
measurements, the specimens were rotated at about 2 rps,
with the asis of rota.tion parallel with, but. offset from, the
a.sisof the X-ray beam.

Diffraction-1ine peak-intensity studies. —The studies of
diffraction-line peak intensity were coniined to the [111] line
of the austenite matrix, this Iine being the strongest Iine and
within the range of the Norelco spectrometer. Copper
I&Y, radiation was used. Plots of the [111] hue obtained
with this spectrometer and an automatic recorder were meas-
ured graphically for peak height. Because the basic meas-
urement needed was the hue height of a given aged sample
relative to unaged material, an unaged sample was run
alternately with each aged sample.

Checks of the reproducibility of the [111]-line measure-
ments were made by the foIIowing procedures:

(1) The unaged solution-treated sample, used as a stand-
ard of comparison, was taken twice through the surface-
preparation step with, however, removal of only an addi-
tional 0.0025 inch of met.a.1the second time. After taking
the [111]-Iine height from the first.surface, the X-ray tube
and counter circuits were left on during the repolishing.
The [111]-line measurements were immediately taken from
the second surface and found to check within the accuracy
of the spectrometer. This surface was carefully preserved
and used as a standard for subsequent measurements on
aged samples.

(2) The samples aged at 1200° and 1600° F mere alter-
nately measured for [111]-line peak intensity against the
standard and repolished for a minimum of two and a ma..ti-
mum of six times. Between successive measurements
0.0025 inch of metal was remo-red. This was sufficient
depth to bring up a new set of grains, since the average grain
size of the samples used was approximateely 0.001 inch.

(3) Despite the precautions, some scatter was still found
in the measurements. In an effort. to reduce this scatter,
all the dup~cat e measurements on the samp~es..aged att
1400° F were carried out on the same surface of each sample.
These measurements were made on this surface with a 1-
millimeter lateral shift in the holder between each run so
that. a new spot on the surface was covered by the X-ray
beam each time. Two and usually three such measurements
were made on each sample.

Diffraction-line width studies, —Line intensity studies on
the [111] line of the low-carbon NT–l55 matri.. with the
Norelco spectrometer revealed no evidences of line broad-
ening akany stage of the aging process. As a further search
for broadening effects, a photographic back-reflection tech-
nique was chosen in order to take advantage of the increased
resohing power in the back-reflection. region. In addit~o.n$_.._
chromium radiation was used to elimmate, in part, fluores-
cence of the sampIe. Attention was centered on the highest-
order line of the austenite matrix obtainable with the
chromium radiation, the [220] line (at. a diffraction angle,
6= 65°) resulting from the.Kala2 wave length. In order to
record this line photographically, the samp~eswere mounted ‘“’-
a-t the center of a 20-centimeter circular camera with the
irradiated area being oscillated +10 0 about an axis perpen-
dicular to both the incoming X-ray beam and a diameter of
hhe camera. Microphotometer recordings of the film ShOW-._._
ing the [220] ala~doublet -werethen made and the widths of
the al line determined at. half peak intensity by graphical
means. To correct for the presence of the azlime,the widths
were actually measured as half widths on the side of the al
Lineaway from the ctzline, the ditision being a perpendicular
through the apparent al peak. While more rigorous methods
are available to correct for the presence of the az lime, it is
felt that the ditlererwes between them and the method
actually used are of second order and that the accuracy of
the rest of the technique did not. warrant such corrections.
Care was taken to make certain that the density range of
the al-line recording lay within the lineardensity and
logarithmic-intensity range of the fihn. The microphotom-
eter data were also corrected to read inknsity against dif-
fraction angle before broadening measurements were made.
Correction for broadening due to all sources other than lattice

-.-—

strain was done by the method originally put forth by Warren
(see reference 3) using unaged solution-treated low-carbon . .. .
&l–155 as a standard. It should be noted then that the
line-broadening resuhs are relative to the unaged material. ._=

Lattice pararneters,-lkttice parameters were measured
with a Sachs and ‘Weerts type camera using copper Kalaz
radiation. The samples were mounted with the prepared
plane surface perpendicular to the incoming X-ray beam
and rotated about an axis parallel with and SIightly to one
side of the axis of the X-ray beam. On the fiadiated sur- .._
face a light film of a mixture of mineral oiI and chemically
precipitated silver powder was placed. ‘ilGth the copper
KaIaZ radiation used, two lines, among others, were photo-
graphically recorded, the [420] lines of the austenite matrix
of low-carbon AT–l55 (at 8=75°) and the [333] lines of the
silver (at 6=780). From the measured spacing of the siIver

———

[333] lines and a lattice parameter of 4.0778 A for the silver,
the camera-tddrn distance was caIculat-edfor each exposure.
With tticahdated distance (which averaged a.pprosimately
10 cm) and measurement, of the low-carbon N–155 [420]-
line spmiqg, the lattice parameter for each of the various
aged samples of mlution-t.rested low-carbon N–155 was -
calculated. The absolute accuracy of these calculated pa- _.
rameters was not established, but the relative error was
estimated to be &O.0005 A.
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HARDNESS SURVEYS

Hardness surveys were made on the various samples with
a Brinell machine using a 10-millimeter ball and a 3000-
kilogram load. Two impressionswere made on each sample,
on planes which were origin@ly transveme planes of the bar
stock. Two perpendicular diameters of each impression
were measured, and the resulting four readings were averaged
and converted to the BrineKhardness number.

CREEPMEASUREMENTS

For the me.asurernent of creep, 0.250-inch-diameter speci-

mens were prepared with the axis of each specimen corre-

spond ing to the original axis of the bar stock. For the

majority of tests the gage section was 1Ji inches loIIg _termi-

ntited at each end with a %-inch radius to the shoulder which.
in turn was % inch in diameter. Through the shoulders,
O.100-inch-diamet.er l~olcs were diametrically drilled in
which Chromel pins were driven. A modified Nlkrtcns ex-
tensometer was attached to these pins “for measurement of
the extension under load. The least reading of this exten-
someter and associated telescope and scale was 10-5 inch.

For an additional check. against the accuracy .of extension
measurements obtained in this manner, duplicate tests were
run at the 60,000-psi stresi””level on ‘samples aged at 14000
1?and a different extensornetersystem was used. Here the
sampIw had a gage length of 1!4 inches terminated at each
cnclwith a Kinch radiusto a %inch-dlamet ershoulder t,hrcaded
its entire length. Collars were then threaded onto these
shoulders, down 10 the %inch radii, and locked in place
with setscrews. The extensometer system, in turn, was
suspended from these collars with the use of pins mounted
in the coke. Temperatme.s were c.ontro.lled to + 5° F
throughout, the tests and the temperature differences along
the gnge leng~h held Io +.3° F. The furnacgs used. Were
elect.ti(*al-rcsktallce type split along a transverse section at
the center for ease of control of the uniformity of the gage-
length temperature. Load was applied to the specimen
through a beam system with a mechanical advantage of 23.

In all tests the furnace was brought to the proper operating
temperature before placing the specimen in it. The speci-
men was allowed to come to. .thwmal equilibrium for an
average period of 1}i hours during which time minor controller
and tcmpe,rat,ure-uniforrnity adjustments were also made.
At the expiration of the average period of 1)f hours, the sprci-
men was loaded. It was felt, that in this way, modification
of the known initial,structure of the specimens in the creep
testing equipment prior to Ioading was held to. a minimum.
Thus, the short-time creep characteristics found, it is felt,
truly represent the creep characteristics of the known initial
structures without appreciable modification by time .at the
test temperature.

Two stresseswere used in creep testing, 30,000 and 60,000
psi, and one temperature, 1200° “F. The 30,000.-psi stress
wm approximately the highest pos:ibIe without exc.easive
plastic deformation upon loading. The higher stress was
used to determine how the stress level affected the conclu-
sions concerning the effects of aging on creep resistance ah
;30,000psi.

The creep tests were run for an average of 50 hours pro-

vided fracture had not.occurred. Theseksts were rcs[rickd
to 50 hours in order to obtain creep proportics m cl~aractcwis-
tic as possible of the known initird structures and not tlw
properties of the known initial structure plus moclifkwtions
induced by time at the test.Lempwature. At. the CJl(i of 5(3
hours, all the tests covered herein had rcachwl the so-crdicd
“second stuge’f of creep, with a reasonably st.vadycrerp rnlr,
or had fractured. The- creep rates reported arc either thrse
second-stage rates at.50 hours or the minimum rates occurring
before fractures. l_t is obvious then that complete walua-
tion of decreasing secondary rates was not carried out..

R~PTUR~TEsTING

Rupture testing was carried out in three units. TIN*tcsls
under stresses above 60,000 psi were run in a hydrnulic
tensile machinr equipped with a transversely splil elwtric-
resistancc furnace. The load was Md ccmsttmtduring the
test to within + I perccn t with the rak of initial lending of
the specimens approximately 50,000 psi pcr minute!and cmn-
parable with the rato of lomding of thl’ more Convwlliwa]
rupture tests. Temperature control and uniformity uwr
the gage length were the same as for tho creep tw+ts. Speci-
mens for these testswere obta inw?by longitudinal quwt wing
of the original %inch-squa.re bar stoek and using only thow
corners-of the original bar which were uniformly firm-grnind.
Gage lengths 1% inches long by 0.250 inch in difimetrr, tm-
minate.d at the ends in X-inch radii to %-inch thrrads, were
machined in these quartw sections.

Tests at. 60,000 psi were simply the creep tw.ts mrricd. to
rupture. Tests &tstre-sscs”k!ss thaIl 60,000 psi wero run ill
conventional beam-loaded rupture units with one-picrr
electric. furnaees and with tempcraLure centrol and uni-
formity comparabk with those of the other rupture d
creep tests. Specimen form was the same ns that used for
the rupture tests in the hydraulic tensile machine.

.
RESULTS

METALLOGRAPHIC EXAMINATION

F@jres 5 to 9 show the micrographs taken of Lhc tigml
samples and the following dcscription summarizes (hc rcsults:

(I) Aging a~ 1200° F rcsultA in Iittlc but. W(? progressive
development. of u distinct grain boundary constituent. which
resisted etching. At. aging periods up to 10 hours, (1w
boundary constituent. was incornplctc in thal it did not
surround all the individual grains. At aging periods of
1000 hours, the boundaw constituents compktcly wr-
rounded the.grains and had bwomo an approsimn(dy 0.5-
micron-wide band. After aging 1000 hours, slight precipi-
tation was observable in the matri.. nrar thr grriinboundfiri(is.
At 10,000 diameters, this precipikte did not app(wr to k n
distinct phase with an interstice but. wws surrounded by a
concentration gradient as revcakd by a sloping surfticc from
the center of the precipitate partirks to the matrix propor
as a result of etching. AS postulakd by NTabarro (see
reference 4) this could indicate [hat appreciable strains
would exist around each such pmrticlcbccuusc of k prol}-
able difference in cquilibriurn lattice spat’ing Mwcon matrix
and precipitate.
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(b) Aged 1.0hour.

[C) Aged 10home..

FIGCRE 7.—Electron micrographs of replicas, XS5W, prepored from lowesrbon N-153 alloy soIution-treakd 10hours at ’22W F. water-quenchecLand oged at 14W F
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(d) Aged 100hours.
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(8) A~d 10hours. (f) A@ 100IIOIUY.

(u) Aged 1000hours.
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(b) Aged 10hours.

.

Fmrm Y.–Ekctran mkro!gaphsofreplicas,XSWI,preparedfromIowcartmn N-155 alIoy aoIution-trWed 10hams at ‘220)0F, waterqurnckd, and aged atlKWF.
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(2) Aging at 14000..3?, resulted first in the progressive
development of a grain boundary phase. InitialIy only a
concentration gradient was present at the boundary, as
revealed by a sloping surface toward the grain boundary
after etching. At 10 hours, the. fist separate boundary-
phase particles appeared. At 100 hours, the boundary band
was approximately 0.8 micron wide and changed little in
[:hmacter with further aging. In addition to the grain-
boundary reaction, general matrix precipitation appeared
after aging about 10 hours, first along the grain boundaries,
and increased rapidly in number and size up to the Iongest
aging period used, 100.Qhours. The particles at first had
concentration gradients su~ounding them; however, for
aging times of approximately over 100 hours, no appreciable
concentration gradient appemed around the precipitate
particlesbut rat$er a definite @erfacewas present. Average
size of the particles at 100Q.hours was estimated visually to
be 0.2 by 0.2 micron in the plane of polish and the particles
were e&matecl to be spaced an average of 1 micron apart.

~3) Aging at 1600° F“resulted in almost the same type
of reactions as at 1400° F with the exception that they were
acceleratecl. The boundmy phase, for example, appeared
after aging for 1 hour. The precipitate size at the end of
1000-hour aging was estimated to ayerage 0.7 by 0.7 micron
in the plane of polish and the particles were estimated ti be
spaced an average of 4 microns apart. Definite interfaces
were present for each precipitate particle after aging times
as short as 10 hours,

X-RAY STUDIES

Line intensity studies.—E’i@re lf)-and table 1 show the
results of line intensity studies on the 10.-heur solution-
treated material when aged at 1200°, 1400°, and 1600° F.
Dehlinger (reference 5) and subsequent .“”authoishave. con-
sidered the effects that short- and long-period lattice distor-
tions have on diffraction lines. In essence.the conclusions

are that short-period distiu-banccs (lO-g to 10-Gcm) rw.u]L
in reduction of line peak intensities without npprcciablc
broadening and that long-period distmbmccs (10-5 Lo 10-4
cm) cause line broadening with, however, the int.cgrnt.cd
intensity remainhg co.nshmt. Accordingly, t-he results of
line peak-intensity studies showrI in table 1 could be intw-
prete~, in the absence of line-broadening dat.~qm cithrr shorl-
period disturbances or long-period disturbances. If the.
lattter were present, however, koadening should lW the
predominant eflect.

The two minimums for the material aged ti~ 1200° 1? in
figure 10 ~ead to the possibility that two separate proccsscs
-were observed at 1200° F, Aging M 1400° or lGOO*F
apparently resulted in only one proecss occurring al- cnch
temperature which decreased line pealc intensity.

It will be noted that t&escatter for & mmsurcmcnts on
material aged at 1400° F was appmximahdy the same M
for the measurements on material ngcd at 1200° or 1(300°F.
Considering the two methods of measurcxncnt thnt were
used, it is felt tha~ the scatter was still duc to unrandom
grain distribution despite rot&tion of ~hc stimples. Before
quantitative calculations can be made with such limi.klw-

sity measurements, addit.iomd methods for allcvi ating un-
random grain distribution will havo to be t..ieveloprxd.O&J
qutdi~ative cogclusions are thus dmwu &om the intcnzi(y
data in this report.

Matrix lattice-parameter measurements. =’1’he nwasurc-
ment of lattice parameter as a func~ion of aging time at a
particular temperature can give direct cwidencc of whcthw
the precipitate particles are still being nuclcatcd, arc grow-
ing by matrix depletion of the precipitatc constituent atoms,
or are growing by agglomeration. This uscfuhwss of the
parameter measurements is predicated upml [he possibility
of the average radii of .t.heatoms making up the prccipilatc
being ‘somewhat larger.:or smaller t.hun Lheaverage radii of
the matrix atoms. If such is the cwse, then prcripitation
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b-y matrix depletion vdl result in a measurable decrease or

increase in the lattice parameter. l/ucleation can be ascer-

tained if the lattice parameter rem&s constant for a period

of time at a given temperature and then increases or de-

creases. Precipitate growth by agglomeration in turn can

be noted when the parameter has reached a steady-state
vaIue after increasing or decreasing from the initial value
and yet t-he precipitate part.icks continue to grow as evi-
denced by metdIographic examination.

The reedts of parameter measurements on the solution-
treated and aged low-carbon NT–155are shown in figure 11.
In no case was the aging time sufficient to complete the
precipitation reaction by matri~ depletion, because the
lattice parameters did not reach a steady-state value. For
th~ reason, the relationship between the precipitate and
matrix -compositions and the temperature of aging was not
definitely determined. It appears, however, tha~ the. pre-
cipitates obtained by aging at 1400° and 1600” F could
have been slightly cliflereni in composition, since the curves
for the matrix parameter approached steady+t.ate values
which were probably not quite the same. At the end of
1000 hours, a=@ngat 1200° F had resuhed in so IittIe change
in lattice parameter that the only conclusion was that the
major vohune fraction of the material -wasnever out of the
nucleation stage. In addition, a long nucleation period was
shown by the Iack of marked parameter change for aging
up to approximately 100 hours at 1400° F followed by
precipitate growth through matrix depletion. OnIy matrix
depletion was found when aging was done at 1600° F.

Line width measurements,-Since Dehlimger (reference 5)
had postulated Lhat long-period Iatbice distortion (of the
type which couId be associated with each of the small pre-
cipitated particles revealed by the metallographic &Yamina-
tion of samples after prolonged aging) would re.wilt in Iiie
broadening, it was decided to measure the line-broadening
deck. The results of width measurements of the [111]

line at t?=22°, obtained from the Norelco spectrometer
plots, showed little effect because of lack of resolving power. __.=
Figure 12 shows the Linewidths, expressed in radians, ob-
tained from photometer plots of 5 recordings of the [2>01 ~“~
line at 6=65°. The increased resolution in the back-
reflection region revealed that appreciable broadening ap- ___
peared only after Iong-time a=gingat 1400” 1? and thgt a ___
smaller degree of broadening occurred rather quickIy when
a=gingwas done at 1600° F.

One further point is of importance here. The fact tht
the lattice parameter decreased with a=tig time makes it
possible for a parameter distribution to be present as a result. * ~
of concentration gradients being set up. Broadening of the
diffraction lines -milIarise from this type of parameter dis-

tribu~ion. Broadening could also arise from the elastic ._”

strains surrounding the precipitate particks, such, elastic

strains being due to a difkence in atomic spacin=m in the . . ._

two lattices. Thus, the broadening data presented here c~n ,..=
be ascribed to two sources and lmfortunately enough data
are not at presenkon hand to separate the two effects.

HARDNESSMEASUREMENTS

The hardness survey was made to provide data for deter- ““”-.——.-
mining -whatinternal condition gives high hardness. I&we_ ._
13 shows the results obtained on the solution-treated stock _____
aged at 1200°, 1400°, and 1600° F. From &ure 13, it can
.be seen that conventional a=tig behavior was appare@- b
followed; that is, the higher the aa~~ temperature, the
sooner the approach to a maximum hardness-the ma.simum ‘--
hardness, however, increasing ig value with decreasing a=tig
temperature. This was certa~y true for a=tig. at 14!30° _
and 1600° F and probably true for a=+g at 1200° F. ___... .

CREEPPROPERTIES

The purpose of the creep and rupture testing carried out
on solution-treated and aged low-carbon LN–155alIoy was to ~
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FIGURE 12.—IJne width a3 n function of aging time at indicated temperatures for low-mrbon N-155 alloy solution-treated 10 houm at ZZIOO1?and watcr<iucndwd,
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measure the mechanical behavior of samples used in the
physical measurements. discussed previously. Figures 14-
and 15 and table 2 show the results of creep testing.

At the stress level of 30,000 psi (fig. 14), aging at 1600° F
resulted in a rather uniform increase in the secondary creep
rate;- Aging at 1400° F for time periods up to approxi-
mately 10 hours mxmlted in”little change in creep rate over
the unaged material. For aging time periods over 10 hours,
the creep rate increased rather rapidly to approach that for
the material aged at 1600° F. From the two tests run after
aging 100 and 1000 hours at 1200° ? (100 hr being eo.me-

—
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—.—.-r.
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/ ~
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A-
<ed a+ 1200- F

I ( -

/ -

100 1005

FIGURE 13.–Effeet of aging on hardness of low-carlxm N-155 alloy solution-treated 10 hours at !ZXS)OF and water-mmchcd.

what longer than the total period of creep tcstiug) it appeared
that aging at 1200° F had little eflect on creep rato up to
the longer aging. period considered, 1000 hours, find Wm
served only to reduce the creep resistance slightly.

Some ambiguity was present in determining the crccp rnte
and aging relationship for aging fit 14000 J?. IIowevm=l in
view of the magnitude of experimental errors “involved, it is
felt that the curve shown is a reasonable compromise. In
any event, the trend that long-time aging at 14000 or
1600°.1? tends to reduce markedly the creep resistance was
clearly shown.
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At the. stress level of 60,000 psi, the effect of aging at
either 14000 or 1600° F seemed qualitatively the same as
at 30,000 psi exccp t for the lower relative creep strength
of the unaged material and the specimens aged 1 hour at
14000 l?. It will be further notecl that the resdts at
60,000 psi with the two types of extensometer agree-donly
within rm nverage factor of 1.5. Previous experientiewith
creep testing hinds to the conclusion that creep rates are
generally reproducible only within a factor of about the
same nmgnitud~.

RUPTURECHARACTERISTICS

Figures 16 to 18 and ta.blc3 show the results of the rupture
testing on material aged. ~t 14000.._F. ~&n aging was
carried out tit 14000 F, a gradual approach to a flat-maxi-
mum in very short-time rupture strength occurred with
increased aging time. Subject to additional investigation,
for rupture times up to 10 hours, it appeared that no appre-
ciable alteration of the initial structure occurred by virtue
of reactions at the test temperature, and that the preceding
result was thus due to the initial structure of the material.
With increased time for rupture (greater than 10 hr), the
main alteration in the. relationship of rupture time rmd
aging time appeared to be. the marked improvement of the
unaged and &ort-time-age~_ ~ate~ial_”ticomparison with ~~
long-time-aged material. (See fig. lQ.) Th~ .jrnprovernent
most probably was due to reactions occurring in the materigl
during \esting and will be considered under Discussion of
Results. Inspection of figure 17 also shows that the aging
periods at 1400° F for “-inaximurn short-time rupture
strength were assa.ciatedwith the highest values of defama-
tion prior to fracture. The initial deformation which oc-
curred upon loading also increased eIight.ly with increased
aging time. Sorue alteration of these deformation character-
istics was evident with increasing test time because the
curves of figure 17 in general slope downward. Again the
experimental error involved in determining rupture times.
rmd defornmtion obscured to a certain extent the. exact,
shape of the curves in @ures 16 and 17. However, trends
were clwwly established. From fig~e 18, it is evident that,
upon aging, the mode of failure c.hrmged from being pri-
marily intergrrmulrwto being both intergran@ar a.ncltraqs-
grmmhw.

Figures 19 to 21 and t~ble,3 show the results of rupture
testing on material aged .at 1600° F. At this temperature a
very broad maximum in the short-time rupture strength
occurred vvithaging times longer than 0.5 hour (see fig. ].9).
A very slight maximum possibly occurred at the )i-hour age.
Again the progressive improvement of unaged stock was
evident with increasing rupture time. Figure 20 shows that
maximum deforms.tion values (i. e., t-he elongation at the
fracture) for material aged at 1600° F followed the same
pattern as for material aged ab 140001?,with, however, shorter -
aging times required for m equivalent effect (compare curve
for )$hr aging, fig. 20, with curve for l-hr aging, fig. 16).
Figure.21 shows that in no case were the predominately inter-
granular failures, found in the specimens aged a short time
at 1400° F, observed in specimens aged at 1600° F even for
as short a time as 0.5.hour.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

mmcT OF AGING ON CItYSTALLINEsTnucT LUZE

Upon comparing the line-broadening, line pmk-intensity,

lattice-parameter, hardness, and metallographic data, it can

be seen that:

(1) Relatively low [111]-line intensity vtducs resulting

from the aging of solution-treflted low-carbon ~--l55 at

14000_l? for time pcriocls between approximately O rmd SO

hours ..svere not accompanied by broadening of cithrr tlw

[111] or [220] line. lL can thus bo concluded that the dis-

tortion causing the drop in peak intensity was of n short-

period na~ure. Then cognizrmm is taken of the fact. ihtit

the lattice-parameter c{ata indicated tha~ pronounced rejec-

tion of either int.rst.itia.l or large-radius subsf it.utionnl atotns

did not take place until after 10 hours or so of aging, i L can

be postulated that only nu.cleation took place during thu

fist 10 to 30 hours at 1400° F and that this nurIeation
process produced short-period strains. These timc periods
will not, in general, be exact since each process tends to
overlap the next process to occur. The nuclei must bo rathm
small since larger nuclei would have it rathm large spacing
ancl any strains associated would bc long-period ones.
Longer aging resulted in line-broadening strains and,..shcc
this was associated witl apprecialde latticc contrition due
to rejection.of either interstitial or large-radius substitutional
atomsj t.~esestrains were most probubly ~ssociatwi with the
actual precipitate particles. The metallographic data ap-
pear to bear these conclusions out since examination at.
magnifications up to 10,000.X rcvctded no evidence of
precipitate paiticks until aging Limo pmiods at 1400° F
were longer than 10 to 30 ho UK3.

(2) “Relatively low [11I]-line intensities during aging aL

1600° 1? for time periods up to 100 home or so wcm asso-
ciated. with line broadening. This indicrttcd long-period
strains. Further, the parametar measurements indicrttcd fin

immediate. lattice contraction by rejection of the prccipitanL

atomsi Since, however, the mctallographic data did no~

indicate that visible prec!ipitat.o particles n.ppcared much

before 100 hours at 1600° F had dapsed, those loug-period
strains were associated with large prccipitant nuclei wilh
large spficing. The spacing of tho stalic nuclei was. ccr-
taiuly huger when aging was crwricd on at 1600° 1? than
-whenaging was clone at 1400° F as cvidenccd by the rcIativo
spacing of the precipitate particles which finally appearccl
at the two temperatures. Thrt~ the stablo nuclei w-crc
probably larger at 1600° F thtin at 1400° 1? is in agrcrnmnt
with Meld and Jetter’s summaries in regard to precipitation
from solid solution (see reference 6).

(3) The data for aging at 1200° F were only fragment.ury,
but ir.tiew of the very long period (approx. 1000 hr) during
which no appreciable latLicecontraction occurred and very
little visible precipitate appeared, one can conclude that only
short-period nucleation occurred during the aging time
studied, The &anges in [1 11]-line intenei~y wero then
associated with the short-period strains of nucleation. The
two separate minimums found could possibly be associated
with, first, the matrix material in contact with the boundary
and, second, the interior matrix nuckation.
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(a) Unaged; faikwlin 0.033hour under.a stress of 70,000psi. @) UnegccUfaIIedin 34hours umlcrs stres o! 55,0Mfn[.

(c) Aged 1 hour; f8i1edin 0.22hour under:a&ese of 76,000PSI. “- (d) Aged 100hourw failed in 0.05hour nndors stress of 80,000fml.

FIGURE 18.—Effect of aging at 1400°F on fraotureohsrseteristios at 1200°F of low-eerbon N-155 alloy, X1OO,solution-treated 10hours at 22fJ00F and waterqrrcnchod.
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(a) Aged 0.5hou~ failed in 1.81hours under a stress of 70,000psi.

FIGURE21.—Effectof aging at l&lLV F on fracture aharactoristim at. 1200”

(b) Aged 100ho- failed in 1.2Shoursundm a strm of 70,W3ps[,

F of low-carbonN-155 alloy, Xl(ll, solution-treated10hours at 2Z13°F and water.qrwnchcd.

The hardness data appeqred to correlate quite generally
with line broadening—the greater the.degree of line ~roaden-
ing, the greater the hardness. 13ardne9s,“theg, .?s !Qr.W t:he.
alloy studied is concerned: was associated with long-pe~iod
strains. In other -words, the long-period straigs, associated
with the precipitate particles formed after the nucleation
period, increased deformation resis.ttmceunder the condi-
tions of large localized deformation present during a hardness
test.

FACTORSCONTROLLINGCREZPSTRENGIW

Comparison of the creep rates “at30,000 psi for materials
aged at either 1200°, MOLO,or 1600° F (see. fig. 14] ivith
the rwdts of the structure measurements showed that the
loss. of initial creep strength at this stress level was most
clearly associated with matrix depletion of the relatively
large-radius or the interstitial precipitant atoms. This was
also associated with:

(1) Removal of the short-period nucleation strains ti the
case of material aged at 14Q00F.

(2) Development of visible precipitate and the continu-
ous, relatively wide, grain boundary phase. These precipi-
tant particles and the grain boundary phase were initially
surrounded by concentration gradients which became pro-
gressively less steep with increased aging time (and/or
increased aging temperature). (See figs. 5 to 9.)

(3) Broadenirig of the [220] line and hardening in the case
of material aged at 1400°. and 1600° F. The point is not
known for aging at 1200° “F since it ]vas not possible to
obtain either appreciable hardening or broadening at this
temperature because of the excessive aging time required to
reach high harnesses. ‘-’-

Cofiersely, then, for materkds aged a~ 1200°, 1400”, or
1600°. l?, retention of creep strength was associatwl wil.h:

(1) As-soluticm-t.restedmaterial or aged material still il~
the short-period nucleation state.

(2) Relatively little or no visible general matrix precipita-
tion and incomplete boundary reaction in tlmcase of tnatcrinl
aged at 1200° and 1400° F. In ali cases pertaining 10
materja.1aged at 1400° F prccipitato particles and the
boundary phase, if present at all, had conccnt.rationgradicn&
surrounding them after the aging periods associated wilh
high ~eep resistance.

(3) ““km- hardness and the unbroadencd [220] cliffrtiction
line.in the case of unaged material or rnaterirdaged nt 1400°
and 1200° F.

It would seem then that, as far as creep wsis(mm fit
1200a ~ and at the 30,000-psi stress level was conccMN’d,
the removal of either the precipitant atoms from random
solid solution or small nuclei made up of them by suhsequcnt
preci~ftate growth led to a progressive lowering of tho crccp
resistance. Further, the probable long-period strains asso-
ciated with” line broadening and relatively high hm.hmss
resulting from large nuclei or precipit.ate particles did no 1
control the creep strength. Rather, the continued removal
of the.atoms required to make up tho prccipitutc, which in
turn cariseclthe long-period internal strain, resulted in sLill
lower creep strength. It was the strain associated with (1w
individual precipitant atoms, while s~ill in random solid
solution or in small nuclei, which controlled the crccp
strength at 1200° F and a stress of 30,000 psi.

From figure 15 it can be seen that when considering crccp
resistance at 60,000 psi and 1200° 1? the cffcc~ of Iong-tirno
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aging was qualitat.ively the same as at. 30,000 psi, but, that
the material unaged and short-time aged at 1400° F had
relat.ively less creep resistance than the same materid at
:30,000 psi. It thus appeared that, while long-time aging
and concomitant matri.. deplet.ion of the precipitant atoms
resulted in lowering of the creep strength, there was an
optimum state of precipitation or nucleation and correspond-
ing internal strain for an optimum creep resistance. How-
ever, an additional factor applied here. The relatively
high stress of 60,000 psi resulted in fracture of all the creep
specimens within a maximum of 32 hours. F~ure 1S shows
that the ma.terial unaged or short-time aged at 14000 F
fafled -withgeneral intergranular cracking. This formation
of cracks resulted undoubtedly in greater creep rates than
would be established with the same material with greater
boundary strength. Hence, it was felt that the general
effects of matrk depletion of the precipitant atoms observed
at a lower stress level still apply but that the unaged and
short-time-aged mat.erial has its creep resistante lowered,
relatively speaking, at higher stresses by virtue c,f a ~-eak
grain bounclary area.

The fact that the line-broadening strains, most probably
associated with the individual. precipitate particles, or large
nuclei! which resulted in high hardness, did not have any
effect on increasing creep resistance is quite surprising at
first thought. Howqver, since the short-period strains sur-
rounding the individual precipitant atoms when in random
or nearly random soIid solution do give high creep resistance,
it appears that the answer, m far as the alloy considered
here is concerned, lies in the periodicit.y and size of the two
types of strained regions. The atoms most Iikely to be the
source of the short-period strains, in the solution-treated
material, are tungsten, molybdenum, cohnnbium, carbon,
and nitrogen. The total atomic fraction of these atoms is
0.042, or one atom in 24. (See table 4.) In the absence
of further data this can be interpreted to mean that one
atom in 24 is the center of a strained region, the period of
such strains being of the order of 6X10-r centimeter- Shce
interatomic forces of soIids in genera.] extend over only a
few atoms (see reference 7), the size of the ~tra~ed regions
might bc assumed to be of the order of 1X10-7 centimeter.
This leaves a mean strain-free-path of the order of 5X10-’
centimeter in the solution-treated material. In the aged
material it seems plausible to assign the periodicity of the
precipitate particks as the periodicity of the liie-broadening
strains. This spacing was of the order of 10-4 centimeter
in the hardest. sample prepared, that is, material aged 1000
hours at 1400° F.

It- appears, unfortunately, that at.present it is impossible
to estimate closely the actual size, at any given aging time,
of the strained areas associated with each of the precipitant
particles or the average size of the precipitant-atom-free-
paths. This is because enough is not yet known to separate
the line broadening due to elastic strains from the line broad-
ening due to concentration gradients in the matri----- How-
ever, it can be said that the mean precipitant-atom-free-path
approached 10+ centimeter as dtiusion and precipitation
approached completion. This path was more than two

orders of magnitude greater than the original mean ~re-

cipit ant-atom-free-path.

The net result.of a=tig, then, in soIution-treated low-car-
bon N–155 alloy, was probably to replace a relatively short-
period small-strain system centa.ining a short mean strain- _ _
free-path (5X 10-7 cm) with another larger-stra.in system of .
longer period and much longer mean strain-free-path (ap- _
preaching 10-4 cm). Sic.e creep as here considered is ._
essentialitya small-strain phenomenon, the few slip systems in
operation had a considerably kwger probability of running
into a strained area.per unit shear strain in unaged material “” ~
than in agecl materiaI with any appreciable amount. of pre-
cipitate, clespitethe large average strains in the latter system.
This means Iower creep resistance in the aged mater~a~”
Hardness as commonly measured, however, is a large-stra~in ..=
phenomenon. The whole -rohune of the matrix is in a hard-
ness test eventually fWed -withthe many slip systems formed.
The relatively large strains associated with the actual pre-
cipitate particles act very effectively to hinder the slip sys-
tems which eventually must form and try to pass through
the large-strain areas during a hardness test. Thus, aged
low-carbon N–155 is harder than uaged stock- .4 sma~- -”_ ~
strain hardness test -ivouId probably give a- much more
accurate indication of the relative creep resistance of aged
alloys of the low-carbon AT–155type.

Tungsten, molybdenum, and cohunbium can be considered
sources of these short-period lattice strains since they are
uniformly atoms of larger radii than those of the matrix and
since aatig in solution-treated low-carbon 37-155 resuIted in
a decrease in lattice parameter, presumably by rejection
from solution of these large-radius atoms. The matrix is
assumed to be composed of iron, cobalt, nicke~, and chro-
mium, aHatoms with approximately the same atomic radius
(2.5 X). (See table 4.) Carbon and nitrogen present inter- ...
stitialIy also act. to expand the lattice and their removal
through precipitation -ivouId make the lattice contract.
Thus, theseatoms must be considered along with tungsten, _
molybdenum, and columbium as sources of short-period
strains while in random soLidsolution. The fact that solute __ _
atoms of considerably smauer or larger radius than those of _ ..=
the solvent. introduce strain into the system when in solid
solution is welI-established generally, as witness the Hume-
Rothery mites for soIid-solution Wltation (reference 8).
TO quote another source, Si Laurence Bragg, ” ~lost engi- . . ..
neering alloys of importance are the ones detiving their _ ._
strength, at.least in part, from the modulation of the lattice
due to the presence of foreign atoms of different sizel’ z
Further inspection of table 4 shows manganese and silicon
to be atoms of smaller radius than the average radius for
AT–155;and these also couId be sources of short-period strains.
31_anganeseand silicon are probably in the lattice substitu-
tionally and would tend to make its parameter smaller than
normal and to make it increase with aging time if they were
precipitating out. Preliminary chemical investigations indi- , .
cated that.only a phase or phases conta.in.ingat most carbon, ~._
nitrogen, molybdenum, tungsten, columbium, chromium, and

~Lecture given at the L’nirwsity of Michfg@ fdf 194S.
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iron Were precipitating. Hence, it is believed that man-

ganese and siIicon play no part in the aging process, memly

remaining in solution in the lattice throughout the aging

process. It appears from these same preliminary chemical

dnta that the carbon a.n&.nitrogen were partly in the form

of an inert carbonitride of columbium in the soIution-treated

material. The fraction tlms present was unknown, but even

by disregarding entirely the-carbon, nitrogen, and columbium

content (which is most probably not correct) the conclusions

as to the period of the strains involved are still warranted.

It appears that a logical Way to increase the creep strength

of low-carbon ~-155 ”-M70Uldbe to add elements with either.

larger atomic radius than molybdenum, columbium, and

tungsten or smaller atomic-radius than carbon and nitrogen.

Those suggested in table. ~ are of the former type. Only

boron, among elements of small atomic radius, appears

promising at the moment. The usefulness of boron seems

to be substantiated by the high creep strength of boron

modifications of IoW-carbon.hT-155 recently investigated by

the Union Carbide and C!arbon Research Laboratories, Inc.

Table 6 lists elements vrhich have atomic radii similar to

molybdenum, tungsten, and columbium and Which might

be expected to act as substitutes. The elements suggested

in these tables are not the only metallic elements with the

desired atomic size but are thought to be the most promising..

ViWh the exception of aluminum and silver, aII the proposed

additions or substitutions are transition elements. Some

evidence (see reference 9) is avaiIable idich “iidicates that

such transition elements have abnormally high binding

energies. Aluminum and silver are considered only on the

basis of having the desired apparent atomic size.

It is of course desirable that the materials suggested in

tables 5 and 6 go readily into solution at some relatively high

(soIution-treating) temperature, and either stay in solution

(or the nucIeatcd state) or precipitate. very slowly at the lower

temperatures of service. It is possible that any or alI of the

proposed elements may show an increased tendency to come

out of supersaturated solid solution and thus cause rapid loss

of creep strength or show a wrong or poorer. typg of solu-

bility-temperature characteristic. Other metallurgical char-

acteristics (i, e., ductility) must necessarily be satisfied before.

such modifications could be considered satisfactory.

FACTORSCONTROLLINGRUPTURESTRENGTHAND DUCTILITY

Inspection of figures 16 and 19 shows in general that aging
at either 1400° or 1600° F resulted in a progressive increase
in very short-time rupture strength. For a given increase in .
ru”ptmrestrength, less aging..time was required at 1600° F
than at 1400° F. For somewhat longer rupture times, the
relative increase in the mpture strength of the unaged ma-
terial was quite striking. In fact, t@ solution-treated stock
rapidly became equal in strength to the aged rnaterid at the
increased rupture times, Previous experience has indicated
that the rupture strength of the unaged lnateri~~will a@aIIy
exceed the rupture strength of the aged material when con-
sidering longer rupture times than were used in this investi-
gation. Further, the maximum ~pture times at each stress
in figures 16 and 19 were.approximately the same for aging
at either 1400° or 1600° F. Examination of the other

physical measurements shows that this genera] incrcasc in
very short-time rupture strength with incrwwing aging time
was msociated with:

(1) In the case of material aged at- 1400° F, pasmgc
t.hrougll the nucleation stage prior to prccipi(d ion M re-
vealed by the line intensity studies.

(2) Removal of relatively large- or small-radius atoms
through precipitate growth after nucleation as revealed by
lattice-pa.rame.termeasurements.

(3) Progressive formation of u rfither wick, continuous
band of a separate grain boundary phase and with the forma-
tion of the.visible precipitate particles as revealed by n~icro-
graphic examination.

(4) Har&ming of the material through formation of
strains which resulted in diffraction-line broadening in tlw
case of aging at 1400° F and initiul hardening tuld thm

progr&siv& softening in the case of aging at. 1600° F.

(5) Increased ductility of LIM specirncns. Oue way to

consider this tiect is to express the mfiximum true axial

strain at, fracture based upon the initial nnd find croes+scc-

tional areas at-the fracture and the tissurnpt.iouof constuncy
of volume. Figures 17 and 20 prcscnL the rcstdls of these
calculations. The effcc~ of t.hc dccrcasc in cross-wctiomd
area at the fracture with aging timo was to incrmse tile [rue
stressduring the duration of the kw~. In general, tlwul thI*
rupture tests considered were not constnnt-stress tests, lm~
rather tests with true st.rossincreasing with time along some
quantitatively unknown path in a time-stress coordhlat-c
system. It is known from the thnc+clongd.ion curves for
the tests at 60,000 psi that reduction of area was gradual rmd
thus the true stress increased rather grmlually throughout
the test, the final value of course being greater for smaller

final cross-sectional area. lnspcction of the gcomchy of

ruptured specimens showed that the cross sect ion was

reduced gradually along the a.sis Lmvard the frachwc. J?rom

this, it can be co.nchde~ thaL the dcgrcc of triaxiality of (Iw
stress system at the fracture w“a~ low, as considered ill lIw

calculations of Bridgman (see. rcfcrcnco 10). llcnce, llw

stress system c~n at least be considmwd uninxial for [hc

rupture tests covered herein. 1.astly, figures lT and 20 also

show- that the maximum true strain at fracture, or ductiIiLy,

for any given class of specimen, decrcascd with imwnsing

rupture time.

At the onset, t!~e fact that ordinary rupture tests me no~

constant-stress .tesk+ makes outright analysis of the factors

controlling ruptmrc strength difficult... I Iowcy[’r, duw

factors stand out quite ckarly:

.First, figures 18 and 21 SIWWt-haLthe rclutivc ini(ial
weakness of the unaged materials was nssociatcd with wctiii
grain boundary areas and consequent intmgranular crack
formation, especially on grain Ixmndarks normal to t-ho
stress””axis. Further inspection (SCCfigs. 18 and 21) shows

that this twdency for intcrgranula.r cracking was pro:rcs-

sively removed with either increased aging time a~ 1400°

or 16!20° F. prior Lo testing, or with clecreascd sLrcsson the
unaged material and thus increased time at the test temper-
ature .of 1200° F. This apparent.ly was duo LOtho forma-
tion of the grain boundary phase either prior to or during
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testing (see figs. 6 to 9). Thus unaged material became
stronger, relatively speaking, with increased rupture time
and the aged materid also blecame relatively stronger with
increased prior antig time-more slo-ivly, however, with
prior aging time at 1400° F than for 1600° 1? aging since
the bounclary phase was formed more “slowly at 1400° l?.
It is then c@ite interesting to conclude that the matrix- and
boundary-phase binding was stronger than at least certain
oriented matrk-matri. bindings.

Second, inspection of figures 16 and 19 shows that, once a
definite almost continuous boundary phase -wasformed, the
rupture strengths were roughIy independent of aging temper-
ature or aging time. This indicated that the initiation and
propagation of the predominantly transgramdar cracks were
independent. of the dillerences in structure arising from dif-
ferences in aging at. 1400° or 1600° l?. tilde from minor
masimums or minimums, which are probably just inside or
outside the experimental errors involved in determining the
rupture times, the dfierences in lattice depletion of the
kmge-radius atoms and the differences in magnitude and
time of occurrence of maximum hardening in specimens aged
at. different temperatures had Iittle effect.. This conclusion
is based, however, in part. upon the fact that. the degree of
elongation and cross-sectional area reduction, once the
grain boundary phase was formed, was approximately the
same for samples having the same rupture time as the result
of aging at 1400° or 1600° F. Thus the degree of deforma-
tion -wasalso constant-and did not affect to a first approximat-
ion the fracturing characteristics of the two classes of aged
materials differently. It is vreI1-knom, however, that,
tithin Iimits, deformation in itself generally raises the
resistance to rupture. (See reference 11.) Since this strain
strengthening occurs in connection vrith increase in the
true stress, evaluation of either of these two opposite effects
is diftlcult along with evaluation of such things as the effect
of progressi~e lattice depletion in general on resistance to
mack propagation. Thus no further conclusions in regard
to possible masked general structure factors misiig with
long-time aagingat 1400° or 1600° F are drawn at this time.

Third, the plastic. strain, before rupture failure occurred,
increased markedly with long aging times at either 1400° or
1600° F. This of course is a direct result of the fact that
the creep resistance decreased markedly with long aging
times at either aging temperature and that the resistance to
crack propagation on the other hand is at a max&num.
F~ues 17 and 20 ho show, however, that the plastic
strain before fracture decreased with increasing time for
rupture. ~Xoobvious reason for th~ presented itself during
the investigation covered herein.

LIMITATIONS OF WZSCLTS

Thk report is Iimited to the presentation of a method of

determining the fundamental mechanisms by -which process-

ing, heat treatment., and chemicaI composition controI the

properties of alloys at high temperatures. A relatively

limited amount of data for solution-treated and aged low-
carbon AT–155aIloy has been obtained and interpreted in
terms of the proposed method. The resulting theories
require extension and improvement from similar investiga-

tions on many alloys, as weII as from more test conditions on
low-carbon N–155 alloy. It is believed, however, that the

approach to the problem is reasonably sound and that the

limiting factors to a general theory of ,the metahugical

factors controlling higgh-temperaturestrength of alloys are
the large volume of testing required and development of
suitable experimental techniques.

In regard to low-carbdh N–155 alloy, there are obviously
numerous important aspects of the problem which have
not been adequately covered by this report. Of primary ‘
importance is the fact that. the structural measurements
have not been correlated with long-tirne creep and rupture
strengths at 1200° F or with any time period at other
temperatures. Certain refinements in X-ray techniques
seem desirable. Information is also needed regarding the
effect of time and deformation during testing to assess
the reIia.bilit.yof the assumption that. such changes had
little effect on known initial structure. And, finally, it
would be especia.llydesirable to know the exact composition
of the precipitsting phases. The amount of time required for
development of suitable techniques and the -rohune of
experimental work have been the limiting factors to date. -_ _

CONCLUSIONS

.ti e.sperimental procedure is described which is believed
suitable for establishing the fundamental mechanisms by
which processing, heat treatment, and chemical composition
control the properties of alloys at high temperatures. This
method relates microslructures and X-ray diffraction
characteristics, after various prior treatments, to creep and
rupture test properties.

AppIicat ion of this method to solution-treat-ed and aged
Iow-carbon N–155 alloy and correlation with the short-time
creep and rupture characteristics at 1200° F indicated” .
the following possible fundamental explanations for the
effect of a=tig on the 1200° F properties:

1. Aging of scdution-treated low-carbon A’–155 r~@~ed.
in progressive lowering of the initial (short-time) creep
resistante through the removal from solid solution of large-
radius or interstitial atoms by precipitantion. ~To op~fiu

precipitate dispersion or state occurred for optimum creep
resistance; rather the alloy can be considered as obtaining its
optimum creep strength through “ modulat ion” of the ~..
lattice with the large or small precipitate atoms when they
are b the random, or at most nucIeated, distribution of the.
solution-treated state.

2. Short-time aging of solution-treated low-cgrbon A=-155
apparently resulted in a marked increase in short-time
rupture strengths over that for unaged material through
the growth of a grain boundary phase, this phase acting
to strengthen the boundary areas to eliminate intergramdar
cracking and consequent low-resistance to crack propagation.
Long-time aging resulted in little further change in s~or~; .
time rupture strength, and longer-time testing at 1200° F
was sufficient, to develop a grain boundary phase in the” ‘“
unaged mat erial and thus to raise its rupture strength to _-
compare fa-rorably with the strengths of prior-aged material.

3. Because the effect of aging in general was to lower
the creep resistance and to raise the rupture strength, for
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the ttime periods considered, aging resulted in a materiaI
which exhibited greater ductility before fracture.

It is indicated that aIloys might be developed with
strength comparable with that .of N-155 by the use of other..
alloying elements, or that an alloy of the same general type
with improved creep strength might be dg@Op@ by re~..
placing or supplementing the elements of large or small
atomic radius present in Iow-carb”on N–155. Elements of
the same atomic radius M molybdenum, columbium, or tung-
sten, which could possibly act as substitutes or supplements,
include aluminum, silver, and tantalum and elements of
kmger atomic radius suitable for additional alloying include
zirconium, cerium, and titanium.” Boron appears to be the
only promising alloying ~Went of ..small atomic rac~ius.not
at present used in h&155;

It is emphasized that the foregoing explanations for the
eflect of aging On.the properties of low-carbon NT–1.55alloy .
at 12000 F apply at present only to that alloy and are not
to be taken as general. It is entirely possible that this alloy
will prove to be an unusual one exhibiting behavior which is
the exception to some general rule to be established as a
result of further investigation on other alloys.

UETIVERSITYor MICHIGAN,

Am ARBOR, h~IcH., January 18, 19@l.

APPENDIX

PROCESSING OF LOW-CARBON N-155 ~8-INCH BROKEN-
CORNER SQUARE BAR STOCK FROM HEAT A-1726

The Universal-Cyclops SteeI Corp. reported the process-
ing of the low-carbon NT–155bar stock to be as folkmw:

An ingot was hammer-cogged and then rolled to bar
stock under the following conditions:

(1) Hammer-cogged to a.13-iich-sqtuwe bfllet.
Furnace temperature, 2210° to 2220° F.
Three heats-Starting temperature oq die, 2050° to

2070””F.
Finish ..temperature on die, 1830° to.

] S70° F.
VJ) Hammer-cogged to a“”lO%-inch-squarebillet.

Furnace temperature, .2200° to “2220° F.
Three heats-St.mtirig temperature on die, 2050° to

2070°.F.
Finish temperature on die, 17900 to

1800°.F.
(3) Hammer-cogged to a 7-inch-squaye billet.

Furnace temperature, 2200° to 2220° F.
Three heafi-Starting temperature on die, 2050° to

2070° J?,
Finish temperature on die, 1790° to

1890°””F.
Billets ground to remove surface defects.

(4) Hammer-cogged to a 4-inch-square billet,

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11,

12.

13.

Furnace temperature, 2190° to 2210° F.
Three heats-Starting temperature on die, 2040° to

2060° F. -
Fhish temperature on die, 1680° to

18.80°F.
Billets ground to rmove surface defects.
Hammer%ogged to a 2-inch-square Lillei..
Furnace temperature, 2180° to 2210° F.
Three heats-start”mg temperature on die, 2050° 10

2065° F.
Finish t.cmperature on die, 1730° 10

1870° F.
Billets ground to remove surface defects.
Rolled from w 2-incll-squme billet to a %inch fwokcn-

corner square bar—one hfktt.

Furnace temperature 2100° to 2110” I?.

Bar temperature at start of rolling, 2050° to 2060° l?.

Bar temperature at finish of rolling, l!llOO l?.

Biir~ are numbered 1 through 56; Imr 1 represents the

extreme bottom of ingot and bar 56 the cxtrcmc lop

position.

AII billets were kept. in number scqucncc throughout nll

processing, so that ingot position of any ku’ can h!

determined by its number,

AII bars were cooled on the bed and no anneal or stress

relief was applied after roIIing.
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T.4BLE 1 TABLE 2
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RUPTURE CHARACTERISTICS AT 1200° F OF LOW-CARBON
N-155 ALLOY SOLUTION-TREATED 10 HOURS AT .2200° F,
WATER-QUENCHED, “AND AGED AS INDICATED”
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TABLE 4
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